A four-bar linkage is a mechanism consisting of four rigid bars which are joined by their endpoints in a polygonal chain and which can rotate freely at the joints (or vertices). We assume that the linkage lies in the 2-dimensional plane so that one of the bars is held horizontally fixed. In this paper we consider the problem of reconfiguring a four-bar linkage using an operation called a pop. Given a polygonal cycle, a pop reflects a vertex across the line defined by its two adjacent vertices along the polygonal chain. Our main result shows that for certain conditions on the lengths of the bars of the four-bar linkage, the neighborhood of any configuration that can be reached by smooth motion can also be reached by pops. The proof relies on the fact that pops are described by a map on the circle with an irrational number of rotation.
Introduction
Mechanical linkage chains are important frameworks in machines and their motion has been investigated extensively. A classical example of a well-studied framework, and perhaps the simplest, is the four-bar linkage. Four-bar linkages (or quadilaterals), often also referred to as three-bar linkages when one of the bars is fixed [22] , have been studied in the field of kinematics, where they are mainly used to generate curves by converting one type of motion (e.g. circular) into another (e.g. linear) [17] . Linkages have also been of interest to mathematicians, who developed different tools and techniques to understand the motions of these frameworks [3, 5, 15, 16, 18, 20] .
In the combinatorial geometry world, Paul Erdős initiated the study of polygonal linkage reconfiguration with his question on flipping the pockets of a polygon. Given a simple polygon (i.e. having no self intersection) in the Euclidean plane, a pocket is a maximal connected region exterior to the polygon and interior to its convex hull. Such a pocket is bounded by one edge of the convex hull of the polygon, called the pocket lid, and a subchain of the polygon, called the pocket subchain (Figure 1(a) ). A pocket flip (or simply flip) is the operation of reflecting the pocket subchain through the line extending the pocket lid (Figure 1(b) ). The result is a new, simple polygon of larger area with the same edge lengths as the original polygon. A convex polygon has no pocket and hence admits no flip. In 1935, Erdős (at the young age of 22) asked if it is possible to convexify a polygon with a finite number of flips [8] . The answer to this question was given four years later by Bella Nagy [21] . Although Nagy proved that every simple polygon can indeed be convexified by a finite number of flips, his proof was found to contain a flaw many years later. In fact, the many different proofs of Erdős conjecture turn out to have a long trail of interesting stories, which were summarized in the work of Demaine et al. [6] . Inspired by the notion of flips, many variations of combinatorial polygonal reconfigurations were defined and studied [2, 23] . To list of a few, a deflation is the inverse operation of a flip, and a polygon admits no deflation if no such operation results in a simple polygon. It was shown that, unlike in the case of flips, there exist polygons that deflate infinitely [9] and that the limit of any infinite deflation sequence for such polygons is unique [13] . Other studied variations are flipturns [11, 10] and mouth flips [19] . One particular case of the pocket flip is an operation called pop. A pop reflects a single vertex v of a polygon across the line defined by the vertices adjacent to v (Figure 2 ). The question of whether polygons can be convexified by a (finite) series of pops, under various intersection restrictions and definitional variants is studied by Aloupis et al. [1] . Dumitrescu and Hilscher show that not every polygon can be convexified with pops [7] . However, their counterexample is highly degenerate (all vertices of the polygon lie on two orthogonal lines). This prompts the natural question of whether only degenerate polygons exhibit this behavior. In this paper, we provide a first hint that every nondegenerate polygon can be convexified with pops. We focus on the simplest polygonal chain -the four-bar linkage, and in fact on an even simpler system, where one bar is assumed to be fixed. Equivalently, we restrict the pop operations to be applied to only two vertices among the four (i.e., the two vertices that are not adjacent to the fixed bar). This restriction can later be removed as popping two opposite vertices results in the mirror image of the four-bar linkage. Because applying a pop twice in a row to the same vertex leaves the linkage unchanged, we are left with the analysis of a single sequence of pops, alternating between the two mobile vertices. Let C and C ′ be two configurations of the same four-bar linkage. We say that we can reach a neighborhood of for any C and every ε > 0, there exists a sequence of pops such that, when applied to C, will result in a configuration where every vertex is at distance at most ε to its position in C ′ . We believe that even under the strong restriction of fixing one of the bars of a four-bar linkage, the neighborhood of the full set of configurations that are reachable by continuous motion (Conjecture 1 below) can be reached by a sequence of pops, as suggested in Figure 3 . We prove this under additional assumptions on the numerical values of the lengths of the bars. By doing so, we provide a first step towards a complete understanding of the pop operation on general polygons. It is easily seen that, when the bars have the same length, the four-bar linkage recovers its initial configuration after 6 pops. This shows that there exist cases where almost all configurations cannot be reached by a sequence of pops. Conjecture 1 implies that these situations are not generic: if we consider that a four-bar linkage is described by four parameters in R 4
>0
(i.e. the lengths of the bars), these situations correspond to a zero measure set of parameters in R 4 >0 . Note also that a four-bar linkage (with a fixed bar) has only one degree of freedom, so that feasible configurations that can be reached by smooth motion are represented by a one-dimensional manifold. Conjecture 1 states that an infinite sequence of pops densely fills this one-dimensional manifold of feasible configurations, that is, for any small value ǫ > 0 and from any configuration, one can reach the ǫ-neighborhood of any other configuration with a sequence of pops.
Our key idea is to focus on the properties of the two-dimensional map describing the dynamics of four-bar linkages. The one-dimensional manifold of feasible configurations (which depends on the particular linkage, via the four parameters) is invariant under this map. We show that the map restricted to this manifold is topologically equivalent to an orientationpreserving map of the circle. We then prove that the rotation number of this map is irrational for almost all admissible sets of parameters, so that an orbit of the map is dense in the invariant set.
After the submission of this paper, the authors became aware of a recent unpublished manuscript studying periodicity properties of the four bar linkage [14] . The results of that paper might be applied to Conjecture 1, thereby complementing our present study.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present and discuss the main result. The two-dimensional map describing the four-bar linkage is derived in Section 3 and the main result is proved in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Four-bar linkage
As mentioned above, in this paper, we consider a four-bar linkage that is composed of three consecutive bars numbered 1, 2, and 3 (called respectively input link, floating link, and output link), and a fourth bar that is held horizontally fixed (called ground link). The four-bar linkage is shown in Figure 4 (a). We denote the lengths of bars 1, 2, and 3 by l 1 , l 2 and l 3 , respectively, and the length of the fourth fixed bar by L. Note that we must have
We further assume that the bars are allowed to intersect. 
Smooth motion and feasible configurations
Depending on the length of the bars, the four-bars linkage exhibits different types of smooth motion, and is characterized by different types of feasible configurations. The input and output links either fully rotate with respect to the fixed bar by 2π (i.e. crank motion) or move only in a limited range of angles (i.e. rocker motion). It is known [17] that the type of movement is determined by the sign of the terms
It follows that eight different situations can be observed, each of which corresponding to a specific combination of the signs of T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 . In four cases, the so-called Grashof condition T 1 T 2 T 3 > 0 is satisfied and not all feasible configurations can be reached by smooth motion, that is, the configuration space is disconnected. In the other cases (with T 1 T 2 T 3 < 0), the configuration space is connected and all configurations can be reached by smooth motion.
Motion induced by pops
The pop operation is applied on two vertices of the framework. In what follows, we consider that these two vertices do not belong to the ground (fixed) link, so that a pop will move either the bar pair 1-2, or the pair 2-3. A sequence of pops alternates between popping these two pairs (see Figure 4 ). Our main result is a proof of Conjecture 1 in the (non-Grashof) situation T 1 > 0, T 2 > 0, and T 3 < 0 (0π double-rocker, see [17] ).
Theorem 1. For almost all four-bar linkages that satisfy the conditions
the neighborhood of any configuration that can be reached by smooth motion can be reached by a sequence of pops by moving the bars 1-2 and 2-3.
We do not have a clear geometric interpretation of why Condition (2) is important for our theorem. It appears that we need it in our proof in order to ensure some monotonicity properties of the system. We restate Theorem 1 more precisely in Theorem 1bis (Section 4). The proof is given in Section 4.3.
On one hand, Theorem 1 proves Conjecture 1 in the restrictive case of a single configuration, but on the other hand it proves a stronger statement, in that the sequence of pops does not involve the ground (fixed) link. If one relaxes this additional requirement, then Conjecture 1 is also shown to be true in the three other non-Grashof situations. We have the following corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. For almost all four-bar linkages that satisfy
the neighborhood of any configuration that can be reached by smooth motion can also be reached by a sequence of pops alternating between two particular vertices (chosen among the four pairs of adjacent vertices).
La Lb (c) Figure 5 : The three cases in the proof of Proposition 1, for the possible configurations such that bar 1 is above the extremities and bar 3 is below the extremities.
Proof. The proof is based on the fact that all non-Grashof situations can be obtained by reassigning the labels of the bars, that is, by choosing for instance another ground (fixed) bar. More precisely, if T 1 T 2 T 3 < 0, there exists a cyclic permutation σ such that the terms (3) holds. Then the result follows from Theorem 1 applied to the four-bar linkage with Figure 5(c) ). In situation (a), it is clear that l 1 + L < l 2 + l 3 , which contradicts T 3 < 0. In situation (b), we have l 3 + L < l 1 + l 2 , which contradicts T 2 > 0. In situation (c), it follows from the triangle inequality that
Summing the two inequalities and using L = L a + L b and l 2 = l 2a + l 2b , we obtain
which contradicts T 1 < 0. It follows that the transition configuration is not feasible, and the subset S down cannot be reached by pops starting from a configuration of S up . Proposition 1 is not a counter-example to Conjecture 1. Although a sequence of pops cannot reach all the configurations of S up ∪ S down , it might reach all the configurations of either S up or S down . These configurations correspond to all the configurations that can be obtained by smooth motion. Note that in the three other situations satisfying the Grashof condition, numerical simulations suggest that the full configuration space can be reached by a sequence of pops, even though it cannot be connected by smooth motion.
Derivation of a two-dimensional map
In this section, we show that the pop operation can be described by a two-dimensional discrete time map.
Two-dimensional map
The four-bar linkage can be described with two angles: the counterclockwise-turning angle θ 1 ∈ (−π, π] from bar 1 to bar 2 and the counterclockwise-turning angle θ 2 ∈ (−π, π] from bar 2 to bar 3 (see Figure 6 ). That is, θ 1 (resp. θ 2 ) is negative when it is measured clockwise from bar 1 to bar 2 (resp. from bar 2 to bar 3). It is clear that each pair of angles (θ 1 , θ 2 ) corresponds to one and only one configuration of the bars. Popping bars 1-2 produces the new angles
with α ≥ 0 and where we have defined the operation x = ((x + π) mod 2π) − π, which ensures that x ∈ (−π, π]. In addition, we have
so that
It follows that the above equations can be rewritten as
with H 12 (θ 1 , θ 2 ) : (−π, π] → R. The discrete time map (7) describes the change of angles induced by popping bars 1-2. For bars 2-3, it follows on similar lines that
with
The alternate pops of bars 1-2 and bars 2-3 are described by the composition
We have the following preliminary result.
Proposition 2.
If the bars are identical (i.e. l 1 = l 2 = l 3 ), then they recover the initial configuration after 6 pops.
It is easy to see that H 23 • H 12 is periodic with period 3.
This result shows that there exist cases where all configurations cannot be reached by a sequence of pops. Conjecture 1 implies that these particular situations correspond to a zero measure set of parameters.
Invariant set
The two-dimensional maps (7) and (8) describe the behavior of all four-bar linkages characterized by the lengths l 1 , l 2 , and l 3 . In order to consider the behavior of a unique four-bar linkage, one has to treat the length L of the fixed bar (not used to derive (7)- (8)) as an additional constraint. In this case the maps (7) and (8) are restricted to an invariant onedimensional manifold, which corresponds to the set of all admissible configurations (θ 1 , θ 2 ) of the four-bar linkage. We have
and one can verify on Figure 6 that β = 2π ± (θ 2 + sign(θ 1 )α). Using (6), we obtain
or equivalently, using basic trigonometry,
Finally, it follows from (4) that
This equality defines an invariant one-dimensional manifold
and it is easy to see that all the pairs (θ 1 , θ 2 ) are feasible; that is, θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ Γ(L) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the pair of angles to describe a configuration of the four bars for a given value L. We note that Γ(L) is reduced to a unique point when L is equal to one of the bounds given in (1):
Dense orbits
The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1. We rely on the fact that the system is described by an orientation-preserving map on the circle, whose orbits are dense in the invariant set of possible configurations (for almost all sets of parameters). The property that the ε-neighborhood of any configuration can be reached with pops is equivalent to the property that the orbits of the map (7)- (8) are dense in the set of admissible configurations. We can then restate Theorem 1 as follows.
Theorem 1bis. For almost all parameters
and
We postpone the proof of Theorem 1bis, which relies on intermediate results summarized in several lemmas. (10)- (11)- (12), the maps (7) and (8) can be defined without the function · , i.e. (13) is satisfied for ǫ small enough. By continuity of the maps H 12 and H 23 , it follows that (13) is satisfied as long as L is large enough so that Γ(L) contains no point (θ * 1 , θ * 2 ) with either θ (10)- (11)- (12) and (1). ⋄
Remark 1 (Modulo function). When L satisfies the conditions
H 12 (Γ(L)) ⊆ (−π, π] 2 H 23 (Γ(L)) ⊆ (−π, π] 2 .(13)For (θ 1 , θ 2 ) → (0, 0) (i.e. L =L(θ 1 , θ 2 ) → l 1 + l 2 + l 3 ), we have H 12 (θ 1 , θ 2 ) → (0, 0) and H 23 (θ 1 , θ 2 ) → (0, 0). In other words, for every ǫ > 0, there exists r > 0 such that Γ(L) ⊂ B(r) for all l 1 + l 2 + l 3 − ǫ < L < l 1 + l 2 + l 3 . Hence,* 1 = π or θ * 2 = π. Since (9) implies L(θ 1 , π) ≤ max{|l 1 − l 2 + l 3 |, |l 1 + l 2 − l 3 |} ,(14)L(π, θ 2 ) ≤ max{| − l 1 + l 2 + l 3 |, |l 1 − l 2 + l 3 |} ,(15)Γ(L) does not contain (θ * 1 , θ * 2 ) if L satisfies
Polar-type coordinates
For given parameters l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , consider the set Λ of feasible values L that satisfy (10)- (11)- (12), i.e.
and define the set
We can introduce a polar-type change of coordinates g :
where Π : R 2 → (−π, π] is the two-argument atan2 function, i.e. Π(θ 1 , θ 2 ) is the unique φ such that θ 2 /θ 1 = tan(φ) and such that |φ| < π/2 if θ 1 > 0 and π/2 < |φ| < π if θ 1 < 0. Note that through the change of coordinates g, the parameter L (which is determined by the angles (θ 1 , θ 2 ) for fixed values l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ) will be considered as a state variable of the two-dimensional system. The following lemma shows that g is a proper change of variable on Ω. (10)- (11)- (12)). We show that there exists (
Lemma 1. The map g : Ω → Λ × (−π, π] defined by (16) is bijective (i.e. injective and surjective).

Proof. Surjectivity. Consider a pair (L, φ)
for γ = 0 and, according to (14) - (15),
Since the function γ →L(γθ 0 1 , γθ 0 2 ) is continuous and since
there exists a pair (
Next, we will prove that the integrand satisfies
where the equality holds only for (γθ 1 , γθ 2 ) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, π), (π, 0), (π, π)}. If (18) holds, (17) impliesγ = 1 and therefore (θ 1b , θ 2b ) = (θ 1a , θ 2a ), which implies injectivity. The first two terms of (18) are negative for all (γθ 1 , γθ 2 ) ∈ (−π, π]. Thus, it is sufficient to show that |γθ 1 + γθ 2 | < π, which we do now. Let us first suppose that min{l 1 , l 2 , l 3 } = l 1 (the other cases are similar, as we argue below).
Condition (10) and (1) imply L 2 > (−l 1 + l 2 + l 3 ) 2 and it follows from (9) that
In the cases min{l 1 , l 2 , l 3 } = l 2 and min{l 1 , l 2 , l 3 } = l 3 , (12) and (11), respectively, lead to the same inequality (19) .
These inequalities yield the conditions
This contradicts (19) , so that (10)- (11)- (12) for all min{1,γ} ≤ γ ≤ max{1,γ}, we have |γθ 1 + γθ 2 | < π in (18) .
Lemma 1 implies that we can describe the system (7)-(8) in (L, φ) coordinates. We obtain the mapH 12 
Map on the circle
It follows from (20)- (21) that the effect of two successive pops can be studied through a one-dimensional map f L : S → S on the circle, which is parameterized by L. We define
where f 12 and f 23 are given by (20) and (21) . Since the circle S is equipped with a cyclic order, we can denote φ a < φ b < φ c if φ a , φ b , φ c ∈ S are distinct and if the arc going from φ a to φ c passes through φ b when it follows the orientation of the circle. A map f on the circle preserves the orientation of
When f is continuous and differentiable, an equivalent condition is df /dφ > 0 for almost all φ ∈ S. Lemma 2. Assume (10)- (11)- (12) is satisfied. Then the map f L : S → S (see (22) ) preserves the orientation of S. ⋄ Proof. The Jacobian matrix ofH 23 
where J H is the Jacobian matrix of H, i.e. (J H ) ij = ∂H i /∂x j and where
. For the sake of clarity, we omit the variables and (23) implies
It follows from (7)- (8) that
and from (20)- (21) 
In addition, we have det(
and, from (9) ,
This yields
where the inequality follows from (18) when (10)- (11)- (12) is satisfied (the equality holds only
Injecting (25), (26), and (28) into (24), we obtain
Since f L is continuous on S, it is an orientation-preserving map on the circle.
The map f L preserves the orientation of S, so that we can capture its behavior by the rotation number
where
Since it follows from (28) and (29) that f L ∈ C 1 , the rotation number is well-defined and does not depend on φ (see e.g. [12] , Proposition 6.2.1). When the rotation number is rational, the map has at least one periodic orbit (see e.g. [12] , Proposition 6.2.4).
The following result shows that, in our case, all the orbits of f L are periodic when the rotation number is rational.
Lemma 3.
Assume (10)- (11)- (12) is satisfied. If the map f L : S → S (see (22) ) is characterized by a rotation number ρ(L) ∈ Q, then all the orbits are periodic with the same period, i.e. there exists
Proof. We first introduce the measure
where J g is the Jacobian matrix of g defined in (16) .
The measure µ is invariant with respect to f L , since we have
where we used (24), (25), and (26). Since f L is an orientation-preserving map (Lemma 2) and has a rational rotation number by the hypothesis of the theorem, every orbit is periodic (of period N ) or converges to a periodic orbit (see e.g. [12] ). Assume that the second case is possible, i.e. there exist φ, φ * ∈ S with φ = φ * such that lim
We have µ([φ, φ * ]) = 0 and
This contradicts the invariance of µ. Then every orbit must be periodic.
Remark 2.
Since the map f L has a non-singular invariant measure µ, it is conjugate to a pure rotation ϕ ρ(L) : φ → φ + 2πρ(L), i.e. there exists a conjugating map h : [4] . It follows that, for all φ ∈ S, 
with the inequalities (33),(34), and (35).
Proof of the main result
We are now in position to prove Theorem 1bis, or equivalently, Theorem 1. (10)- (11)- (12) . We assume that ρ(
Proof.
for all φ ∈ S and for some N ∈ N. For some φ / ∈ {π/2, −π/2, f 
provided that l 2 ≥ l 1 and l 2 ≥ l 3 . Since (f (La) ) N −1 is orientation-preserving, we have
where the last inequality follows again from (37). If l 2 ≤ l 1 and l 2 ≤ l 3 , we obtain similarly (f (La) 
Then, for given values l 1 ,l 2 ,l 3 , the function L → ρ(L) is nowhere constant. In addition, since f L does not admit a fixed point (i.e. two successive pops of different bars cannot leave the configuration unchanged), it follows from Lemma 4 that L → ρ(L) is strictly monotone (increasing or decreasing) (see e.g. [12] , Proposition 6.2.3). In addition, ρ(L) is a continuous function of L (see e.g. [12] , Proposition 6.2.2), so that the inverse ρ −1 is absolutely continuous [24] . Then, ρ −1 (E) is a zero measure set if E is a zero measure set (Lusin's condition). With E = Q, one obtains that ρ(L) is rational only on a zero measure set of admissible values L. This concludes the proof.
Conclusion
Motivated by longstanding open questions in computational geometry, we have studied a simple framework, the four-bar linkage with one fixed bar, and its behavior when a long series of "pops" are alternatively applied to two mobile vertices. Our main contribution is to show that, under particular conditions, the dynamics of the four-bar linkage under pops is topologically equivalent to an orientation-preserving map of the circle with an irrational rotation number, so that each orbit densely fills the configuration space. A general statement on the behavior of the four-bar linkage under pops is summarized in Conjecture 1 which, if true, would have important consequences in the theory of mechanical linkages. In the context of dynamical systems theory, the conjecture can be recast as follows.
Conjecture 1bis.
For almost all parameters l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , L, every orbit of the map (7)- (8), with an initial condition (θ 1 , θ 2 ) ∈ Γ(L), is dense in a connected component of Γ(L).
Although additional conditions on the length of the bars were needed to establish the results of this paper, numerical simulations suggest that they are conservative and we suspect that they could be removed by obtaining additional properties of the rotation number. On top of these restrictions on the numerical values of the parameters, our results only hold for configuration spaces that are connected (i.e. non-Grashof cases). When configuration spaces are not connected (Grashof cases), other results and techniques are required for a complete proof of the conjecture (see e.g. [14] ).
